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Alu-Boxes “Tesch-Travel-Taschen” for all motorcycles. Out of my own production since 1979. Left is a fuel-tank.

Above: Two 90 degrees rings to hang at first the alu-boxes (panniers) on the rack (middle ones). Then fasten with free
two hands two 180 degrees rings (outside ones) to the alu-boxes “Tesch-Travel-Taschen” onto the rack.
Down: see two other rings to fasten the box onto the rack.

- With the bottom side you can see everything and order what you want to buy and fix your alu-boxes (panniers).
- Simply delete the unwanted.
- Please add your delivery email-address and your address. Ev. telephone.
- After this comes at first an advance invoice comes to you for the purpose to check all.
- After your okay and your money had come your desired parts will be send to you.
- I am a one-man-firm and want that we BOTH are very happy with your order.
I wish you much anticipation. Bernd Tesch in paradise village Hammer in forest EIFEL in Germany. Europe.
New is this beautiful site with many historical motorcycles with Tesch-Equipment especially panniers:
http://www.berndtesch.de/Deutsch/Ausruestung/Taschen-Traeger-Historie.html
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Globetrott-Zentrale Bernd Tesch

Survival

Versand für Motorrad-Reise-Ausrüstungen

Tesch - Travel - Telefon : 0049-(0) 2473-938686
Büro / office - Versand / Mail-Order-Service / Beratung
Verlag / Publisher (Verkehrs-Nr. 86668. 12182)
Inhaber / owner: Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Tesch
Germany in United Europe (Germany/Allemagne/Alemania/Tyskland/Germania/Duitsland/Deutschland
www.berndtesch.de
Mail-Order-Service for Motorcycle-Travel-Equipment
Grünentalstr. 31
52152 Simmerath-Hammer / EIFEL

B. Tesch. Grünentalstr.31. 52152 Simmerath-Hammer

Your name please?
Your street ??
Code?? Village / town ??
Country ??

Recommend.+ Equipment for Motorcycle-travels worldwide

Own products. Other qualified equipment.

- Reise - Ausrüstungen Thank you for your order. Order confirmation
??.??.2018
email: ?
Tel. ??

berndtesch@gmail.com

- Travel - Equipment

Invoice no.
Editor
2018xxx
Te/Pa

Date: ??. ??.2018

For inquiries and payments Invoice no. and date please specify
unfree cash on delivery open invoice Prepayment deadline:
Free
unfree
o
open invoice
Prepayment
0 yes
0 yes
0 yes
0 /now
X yes

deadline:

Pos. Article description, books-title
€ (Euro)Interner Stand: 22.03.2018

Single price in

www.berndtesch.de : Small Tesch catalog online "Motorcycle TRAVEL Equiment". Free, in color.
www.tukutuku.de : Tesch service: approx. "1700 Motorcycle Travel Books 1907 up to-today".
World's largest offer! Free for information. No sales page! Start your next travel-planning by looking this!

Write down your motorcycle type: ??
- I will add it to a Hepco Becker rack-carrier with 16 mm round tube??
- I will add it to a Touratech rack-carrier with 18 mm round tube?? or
- I will fix the alu-panniers TTT with a Tesch-Quick-Adapter to the rack-carrier?
- I will fix the alu-panniers TTT with a TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter to the rack-carrier?

00,00
00,00

00,00
00,00

All TTT aluboxes can be used left or right.
1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 schmal = alubox 6 narrow with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 36 liters. 43 L cm x 21 W cm x 41 cm H. 4.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 schmal = alubox 6 narrow with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 36 liters. 43 L cm x 21 W cm x 41 cm H. 4.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 normal = alubox 6 normal with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 39 liters. 43 L cm x 23 W cm x 41 H cm. 4.6 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 normal = alubox 6 normal with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 39 liters. 43 L cm x 23 W cm x 41 H cm. 4.6 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 wider = alubox 6 wider with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 46 liters. 43 L cm x 27 W cm x 41 H cm. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 wider = alubox 6 wider with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 46 liters. 43 L cm x 27 W cm x 41 H cm. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 7 = alubox 7 with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 45 liters. 54 L cm x 21 W x 41 cm H. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 7 = alubox 7 with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 45 liters. 54 L cm x 21 W x 41 cm H. 5.2 kg.

2 sets of identical lid-locks for 2 Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes including all accessories:
2 chrome-plated cylinder-locks each for the recess (hole) in the lid. Above conical against theft. 4 keys.
2 locking levers. 6 screws-levers and screws: Suitable for all Tesch Travel Taschen = Aluboxes.
(No FOUR hanging out locks, rattling, easy to lose and crack outer locks !!!)
ATTENTION: Remove the key during assembly. Do not grease / oil! The logs.
4 Tesch-Travel-Tasche = aluboxes reflective stripes"Diamond"
Strong self-adhesive with 1.5 cm width and 42 cm length.
4 pieces are sufficient for the cover edge back AND front AND side for 2 pockets.

79,90

10,00
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Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against not being seen!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!! DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

2 straps 18 mm wise with a secure metal clamp. Each 1.50 m long for the aluminum boxes.
Suitable in length for 2 x Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes. Solution for lashing two bags and lid
around the carrier to prevent transmission of vibration / noise. Additional protection!
Absolutely for your safety against not being seen with order!

8,00

Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against vibration, noise, vibration protection of
the locks and loss of the aluminum box in case of loosening on roads and especially of-road!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

2 REFLEX-straps 25 mm with a secure military plastic-clamp each 1.50 m long for the aluminum
boxes. And for the whole luggage. Throw away all your straps and renew them with this reflecting
straps. It is for your safety from all sites day, afternoon and especially at night!
Suitable in length for 2 x Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes. Solution for lashing two bags and lid
around the carrier to prevent transmission of vibration / noise. Additional protection!
Absolutely for your safety against not being seen with order!

10,00

Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against vibration, noise, vibration protection of
the locks and loss of the aluminum box in case of loosening on roads and especially of-road! AND
everybody will see you when you come closer! It is a brandnew TESCH-Product!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!! DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

http://www.berndtesch.de/Deutsch/Ausruestung/TaschenZubehoer.html
2 sets Tesch-Quick-Adapter for the attachment of 2 aluminum-boxes to round-hoses 16 mm.
My adapter is good for all types of aluminum boxes! Of course, also for all "Tesch Travel Taschen.
(Hepco Becker racks are usually 16 mm hose-diameter)
2 sets additionally for easy hanging-attachment and removal for 2 aluminum boxes.
2 sets Tesch-Quick-Adapter for the attachment of 2 aluminum-boxes to round-hoses 18 mm.
My adapter is good for all types of aluminum boxes! Of course, also for all "Tesch Travel Taschen.
(TOURATECH racks are usually 18 mm hose-diameter)
2 sets additionally for easy hanging-attachment and removal for 2 aluminum boxes.
1 Secret Compartment = Security Compartment = Value Compartment
for all aluminum boxes "Tesch Travel Tasche" inside.
Almost a double inner aluminum floor with sloping legs. Removable as a building-block or usable.
Depending on your travel / tour. Coverable by fabrics, carpeting. Films. Cork.
All "Douna-tax-collectors or thieves" think that is the normal aluminum box floor (which is just covered).
NO space loss about 3 liters! Here you can accommodate normal things or just "secret" like:
Reserve key. Papers to the person / to the vehicle. Or copies of it. Funds. Double check card, etc.
This is BRANDNEW from 15.09.2016. Everyone who has seen this before says "Genial".
More detailed description is here: http://www.berndtesch.de/Deutsch/Ausruestung/Tasche6.html
Ideal is the cover of the double floor with "closed-pored hard foam 4 mm". Very stable and does not
absorb water. The "stuff" is unfortunately quite expensive. As long as supplies last, I'll give it to you free.
You will be happy if you order this for YOUR valuables!
I need the exact information for WHICH TTT= alubox-size"you want to use that!
Desired for TT alubox 6 narrow ??
Desired for TT alubox 6 normal ??
Wanted for TT alubox 6 wider ??
Wanted for TT alubox 7 ??
1 Extra aluminum tab for alu-box with 4 holes and round corners. Screw or rivet yourself.
4 Extra aluminum tab for alu-box with 4 holes and round corners. Screw or rivet yourself.
For example, for a water-oil canister on the back
Instead of Tesch-Schnell-Adapter you can choose this product. It might be 60 seconds quicker to take of the alubox. But the ”Tesch-Quick-Adapter is safer and cheaper”.

39,90

39,90

39,90

4,99
14,90
118,90

2 sets “TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter” for all 2 Tesch Travel Taschen to round tube carrier 16 mm
Diameter. Together: 1,600 g.
01-053-0010-0 TOURATECH mounting kit for 2 aluminum cases 16 mm. Instead of Tesch-Schnell-Adapter
you can choose this product. It might be 60 s quicker to take of the alu-box . But the ”Tesch-Quick-Adapter is safer
and cheaper”.

2 sets “TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter” for all 2 Tesch Travel Taschen to round tube carrier 18 mm
Diameter. Together: 1,600 g.
01-053-0020-0 TOURATECH mounting kit for 2 aluminum cases 16 mm.
Mail-order-service like shipping handling share (computer-Invoice, packaging, packing, post papers,
postage-run costs. postage including 19% VAT) depending on weight and volume to your country. For
this I need your address.

118,90

??

Minus price: If you are outside of the European community I can take of the German tax 7 or

xyz

19 % depending on the product which you ordered.
Final price. Please transfer this amount exactly. Discount is not accepted

xyz
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07 % : Amount € 0,00 includes 07 % tax (= MwSt): € 0,0 € I pay to our tax office (7/107)
19 % : Amount € 0,00 includes 19 % tax (= MwSt): € 0,0 € I pay to our tax office (19/119)
Eu-value added tax-Identifikationsno: UST-Id-Nr. DE 121722829. Tax-no. = St. Nr. 202/5127/1046

Please read carefully your delivery address and invoice!”
- Then please transfer in advance.
- After the transfer, inform me additionally please by email. to monitor the duration of the payment.
- After receipt of you money comes the order to you.
In the last years I had never a problem! And very nice customers = motorcycle-travellers worldwide
Delivery time: The stable / secure aluminum boxes "Tesch Travel Taschen" = Aluboxes = Panniers are
usually always in stock as very popular. That's why there are no long delivery times. Nevertheless,
planning without hassle is all nice for us!
Your panniers are ordered, when they are pre-paid as well.
After that, the delivery time is about 1-3 days from the place of shipment.

Are you satisfied with this information above?

Dear ?, thanks for your order and bye for today!
Always wishing you fresh sidewind around the nose, deep sand, muddy mud, high snow, unfathomable water, fluid
asphalt, thumbthick thorns and enough sharp stones under the tyre while travelling
Bernd Tesch,
Professional Motorcycle Adventurer, Motorcycle-Travel-Expert, author, publisher, Dipl.Ingenieur, journalist und Survival-Trainer from the GLOBETROTT-ZENTRALE Bernd TESCH
„TESCH-TRAVEL-TREFFEN for Motorcycle-World-Travellers“
61th Motorcycle-Meeting for World-Travellers Fr, 26th.- Su, 29th.04.2019 € 50,00 for three days with food on saturday

Details IMPERATIVE note valid since 01th.02.2014:
Transfers from Germany to Germany:
Transferring your account to my account is no longer a problem nowadays. And very cheap. With some banks you can
transfer it now in a mnute.
Inland: Konto-Name: Bernd Tesch.
Konto-Nr.: IBAN DE49 3905 0000 0002 752756. Bankname = Sparkasse Aachen: BIC-Code AACSDE33
BIC-Code (= internationales Kennzeichnen jeder Bank). IBAN-Code (= internationaler Code Deines Kontos)
Money.Transfer from Other Countries to Germany:
Foreign countries: If you live in one of the 29 EU countries or in one of the states of the three European Rums like
Norway and Lichtenstein and Iceland, transferring your account to my account is no problem these days more. And very
cheap. The same price as a domestic transfer with you. If you have the € as currency with you.
If you live in one of the 32 states that have a different currency (such as pounds sterling), your bank may charge you a
local currency exchange fee.
I do get charged here in Germany mostly € 3,00.
Foreign countries: Account name: Bernd Tesch.
Account No.: IBAN DE49 3905 0000 0002 752756. Bank name: Sparkasse Aachen: BIC code AACSDE33
BIC code (= international identification of each bank). IBAN code (= international code of your account.
Foreign countries: If you live in the rest of the wonderful world:
Normally banktransfer. Paypal is possble via my wife Patricia Govers-Tesch. I do not like paypal because of its
very high fees!

Attention please:
- Above is your order!
Usually like a normal standard order. Or plus possibly extra ordered things.
Thank you! And that's okay. The goods will be delivered after your prepayment.
- But I have the experience that sometimes out of ignorance something is forgotten or incorrectly
ordered. Or later reordered. Or too little or too much!
- In order to avoid this for cost reasons for you, I listed below again all prices and articles. Clarity helps

00,00
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us both!
- So if you want to add something above, write this to me please. Then you will get an adjusted invoice
immediately. Have fun with the preparation.
>>We all want to be happy!
www.berndtesch.de : Small Tesch catalog online "Motorcycle TRAVEL Equiment". Free, in color.
www.tukutuku.de : Tesch service: approx. "1700 Motorcycle Travel Books 1907 up to-today".
World's largest offer! Free for information. No sales page! Start your next travel-planning by looking this!

Write down your motorcycle type: ??
- I will add it to a Hepco Becker rack-carrier with 16 mm round tube??
- I will add it to a Touratech rack-carrier with 18 mm round tube?? or
- I will fix the alu-panniers TTT with a Tesch-Quick-Adapter to the rack-carrier?
- I will fix the alu-panniers TTT with a TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter to the rack-carrier?

00,00
00,00

00,00
00,00

All TTT aluboxes can be used left or right.
1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 schmal = alubox 6 narrow with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 36 liters. 43 L cm x 21 W cm x 41 cm H. 4.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 schmal = alubox 6 narrow with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 36 liters. 43 L cm x 21 W cm x 41 cm H. 4.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 normal = alubox 6 normal with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 39 liters. 43 L cm x 23 W cm x 41 H cm. 4.6 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 normal = alubox 6 normal with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 39 liters. 43 L cm x 23 W cm x 41 H cm. 4.6 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 wider = alubox 6 wider with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 46 liters. 43 L cm x 27 W cm x 41 H cm. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 6 wider = alubox 6 wider with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 46 liters. 43 L cm x 27 W cm x 41 H cm. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 7 = alubox 7 with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 45 liters. 54 L cm x 21 W x 41 cm H. 5.2 kg.

1 Tesch Travel Tasche 7 = alubox 7 with legs for table and reinforcement.

198,90

Usable left and right. Aluminum box 2 mm. 45 liters. 54 L cm x 21 W x 41 cm H. 5.2 kg.

2 sets of identical lid-locks for 2 Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes including all accessories:
2 chrome-plated cylinder-locks each for the recess (hole) in the lid. Above conical against theft. 4 keys.
2 locking levers. 6 screws-levers and screws: Suitable for all Tesch Travel Taschen = Aluboxes.
(No FOUR hanging out locks, rattling, easy to lose and crack outer locks !!!)
ATTENTION: Remove the key during assembly. Do not grease / oil! The logs.
4 Tesch-Travel-Tasche = aluboxes reflective stripes"Diamond"
Strong self-adhesive with 1.5 cm width and 42 cm length.
4 pieces are sufficient for the cover edge back AND front AND side for 2 pockets.

79,90

10,00

Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against not being seen!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!! DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

2 straps 18 mm wise with a secure metal clamp. Each 1.50 m long for the aluminum boxes.
Suitable in length for 2 x Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes. Solution for lashing two bags and lid
around the carrier to prevent transmission of vibration / noise. Additional protection!
Absolutely for your safety against not being seen with order!

8,00

Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against vibration, noise, vibration protection of
the locks and loss of the aluminum box in case of loosening on roads and especially of-road!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

2 REFLEX-straps 25 mm with a secure military plastic-clamp each 1.50 m long for the aluminum
boxes. And for the whole luggage. Throw away all your straps and renew them with this reflecting
straps. It is for your safety from all sites day, afternoon and especially at night!
Suitable in length for 2 x Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes. Solution for lashing two bags and lid
around the carrier to prevent transmission of vibration / noise. Additional protection!
Absolutely for your safety against not being seen with order!

10,00

Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against vibration, noise, vibration protection of
the locks and loss of the aluminum box in case of loosening on roads and especially of-road! AND
everybody will see you when you come closer! It is a brandnew TESCH-Product!
DO NOT save this money for your security!!!! DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

http://www.berndtesch.de/Deutsch/Ausruestung/TaschenZubehoer.html
2 straps with a secure metal clamp each 1.50 m long for the aluminum boxes.
Suitable in length for 2 x Tesch-Travel-Taschen = 2 aluboxes. Only sensible solution for lashing two
bags and lid around the carrier to prevent transmission of vibration / noise. Additional protection!
Absolutely for your safety against not being seen with order!
Absolutely recommendable to order them for your safety against vibration, noise, vibration protection of
the locks and loss of the aluminum box in case of loosening on roads and especially of-road!

10,00
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DO NOT save this money for your security!!!! DO NOT save this money for your security!!!!

2 sets Tesch-Quick-Adapter for the attachment of 2 aluminum-boxes to round-hoses 16 mm.
My adapter is good for all types of aluminum boxes! Of course, also for all "Tesch Travel Taschen.
(Hepco Becker racks are usually 16 mm hose-diameter)
2 sets additionally for easy hanging-attachment and removal for 2 aluminum boxes.
2 sets Tesch-Quick-Adapter for the attachment of 2 aluminum-boxes to round-hoses 18 mm.
My adapter is good for all types of aluminum boxes! Of course, also for all "Tesch Travel Taschen.
(TOURATECH racks are usually 18 mm hose-diameter)
2 sets additionally for easy hanging-attachment and removal for 2 aluminum boxes.
1 Secret Compartment = Security Compartment = Value Compartment
for all aluminum boxes "Tesch Travel Tasche" inside.
Almost a double inner aluminum floor with sloping legs. Removable as a building-block or usable.
Depending on your travel / tour. Coverable by fabrics, carpeting. Films. Cork.
All "Douna-tax-collectors or thieves" think that is the normal aluminum box floor (which is just covered).
NO space loss about 3 liters! Here you can accommodate normal things or just "secret" like:
Reserve key. Papers to the person / to the vehicle. Or copies of it. Funds. Double check card, etc.
This is BRANDNEW from 15.09.2016. Everyone who has seen this before says "Genial".
More detailed description is here: http://www.berndtesch.de/Deutsch/Ausruestung/Tasche6.html
Ideal is the cover of the double floor with "closed-pored hard foam 4 mm". Very stable and does not
absorb water. The "stuff" is unfortunately quite expensive. As long as supplies last, I'll give it to you free.
You will be happy if you order this for YOUR valuables!
I need the exact information for WHICH TTT= alubox-size"you want to use that!
Desired for TT alubox 6 narrow ??
Desired for TT alubox 6 normal ??
Wanted for TT alubox 6 wider ??
Wanted for TT alubox 7 ??
1 Extra aluminum tab for alu-box with 4 holes and round corners. Screw or rivet yourself.
4 Extra aluminum tab for alu-box with 4 holes and round corners. Screw or rivet yourself.
For example, for a water-oil canister on the back
Instead of Tesch-Schnell-Adapter you can choose this product. It might be 60 seconds quicker to take of the alubox. But the ”Tesch-Quick-Adapter is safer and cheaper”.

39,90

39,90

39,90

4,99
14,90
118,90

2 sets “TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter” for all 2 Tesch Travel Taschen to round tube carrier 16 mm
Diameter. Together: 1,600 g.
01-053-0010-0 TOURATECH mounting kit for 2 aluminum cases 16 mm. Instead of Tesch-Schnell-Adapter
you can choose this product. It might be 60 s quicker to take of the alu-box . But the ”Tesch-Quick-Adapter is safer
and cheaper”.

2 sets “TOURATECH-Quick-Adapter” for all 2 Tesch Travel Taschen to round tube carrier 18 mm
Diameter. Together: 1,600 g.
01-053-0020-0 TOURATECH mounting kit for 2 aluminum cases 16 mm.
Mail-order-service like shipping handling share (computer-Invoice, packaging, packing, post papers,
postage-run costs. postage including 19% VAT) depending on weight and volume to your country. For
this I need your address.

118,90

??

